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Making Smiles... Changing Lives... Choosing Your Ceramic Today

Abstract
Prosthodontics has changed in a way that few envisioned. Changing technology and patient care trends have expanded our scope of patient therapy. Our practices and patient care alternatives have become more diverse and complex. As a result, first choice treatment alternatives and best practice therapies for our patients have dramatically changed. The presentation will consider how assessment and diagnosis guide our decision-making to maximize esthetic outcomes. The lecture will focus on the key parameters that guide our esthetic outcomes and how to realize them through sound assessment and selection criteria.

Learning Objectives
1. To understand the critical assessment, diagnostic, and prognostic parameters that impact our treatment planning and therapy as part of maximizing esthetic outcomes
2. To understand and apply a variety of restorative materials, techniques, and technologies with a special emphasis on ceramics
3. To understand and apply sound selection rationale as they relate to available ceramic alternatives
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